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Diagram cohomologies using categorical fibrations 
Abstract 
We introduce a method for the construction of- cohomology theories of diagrams of algebras 
by using pairings of categorical fibrations and show how it can be compared with the generalized 
Baucs cohomology of a small category with coeflicients in a natural system of complexes. 
1. Introduction 
This article presents a new approach to the construction of various cohomology the- 
ories of small categories. It is basically motivated by the following two observations: 
(i) Gerstenhaber and Schack had described (in [4] and elsewhere) a cohomology 
theory for diagrams of algebras which is, in a sense, an extension of the Hochschild co- 
homology of associative algebras. It should be possible to perform analogous construc- 
tions for other cohomologies of algebraic structures, e.g. for the Hochschild-Mitchell 
cohomology (cf. [6]). 
(ii ) Other cohotnologies of small categories (with different coefficient systems) seem 
to share the common pattern with the construction of Gerstenhaber and Schack, so it 
is probably possible to give a unified layout. In particular, it is desirable to include the 
very general construction of Baues and Wirsching of the cohomology with coeficients 
in a natural system (see [I]). 
Finding connections between the construction of Gerstenhaber and Schack and that 
of Baues and Wirsching looks particulary appealing for it opens the possibility of 
pipelining the apparently disjoint calculation techniques from one to the other. 
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At first sight both problems appear as relatively smooth ones, but they soon reveal 
difficulties in definition of morphisms (the first) and of their variance (the second). 
While investigating these, we found that there is much structure around and our present 
solution is quite far from what we expected in advance. 
We begin the outline of the content just in the middle, describing the main con- 
struction. Its general setting are categorical fibrations. We introduce the notion of a 
pairing between a fibration and an opfibration with values in the category of cochain 
complexes (there is a partial analogy with the pairing between the tangent and the 
cotangent bundle in differential geometry). Then we use the fact that, given an ar- 
bitrary small category .1, a fibration (8, P. .#) induces a fibration (c4’-‘, P’, :d.‘) (and 
similarly for opfibrations) to extend the pairing to functor categories. This extension 
of pairings enables us to define a cohomology theory for diagrams, starting from a 
cohomology theory for objects. With this construction at hand, we show how to de- 
scribe the cohomology for diagrams of algebras and then how to generalize it to the 
HochschilddMitchell cohomology of diagrams. Instead, one can try one’s own favorite 
triple construction as well and combining the approach of [4] with the viewpoint of [3], 
the construction of deformation theories for diagrams of equationally defined classes of 
algebras becomes mere routine. Next we show how the cohomology with coefficients 
in a natural system fits in this frame, by constructing canonical fibration and opftbration 
over the category .f and assigning a pairing which depends on the given natural system. 
The drawbacks of the second example are central to subsequent developments, because 
they indicate that our construction can be alternatively described as a cohomology of 
a small category with coefficients in a natural system of complexes. We immediately 
use this fact to extend some results of Baues and Wirsching (cg. invariance of the 
construction with respect to the equivalence of categories). This is accomplished by 
applying a simple spectral sequence argument. In the last section we show how in an 
appropriate pairing situation the extension of pairings produces cohomology groups of 
spaces. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Fihrrd cuteyork 
We recall some definitions and results from [5] and then give some examples for 
later use. 
The Jiher over h E :d of the functor P : r(’ + .?I is the subcategory &h := PP’(h) 
consisting of all morphisms h in 6, such that P(h) = idh. Let lh : Al, --j 6‘ be 
the inclusion functor. A &uw~~c~ (resp. o~&rrc~yc~) for P consists of functors ,f* : 
c5ih2 + &,, (j-z+ : A/, --+ Ah:) for each morphism ,f‘ : 61 + b2 in ,‘A, together with 
the natural transformations C/I/ : I,>, o ,f* + 11,~ (lb/ : I/>, + lhl o f’*) satisfying the 
following. 
Axiom. P( (p f ) = j’ (P( I& ) = f’) and if LI : el + ej satisfies P(U) = .f’ou (P(U) = s0.f’) 
for some (/, there is a unique ii : el + ,f’*e3 (ii : f* q + q) such that P(l) = q and 
II = (y, ),+ o G as in the diagram 
(resp. for opcleavages, such that P(G) = ~1 and II = 1? o (t+b, )<., as in the diagram 
A fihl-utioll (oRfihl.Ntiol7) is a functor P : A + .k9 with cleavage (opcieavage). Now we 
consider examples of fibrations and opfibrations. some of which we shell need in the 
sequel. 
Examples of fibrations. (i) The most familiar example of an (op)fibration is the pro- 
jection of the category MOD of all modules to the category Rng of rings. Objects 
of MOD are pairs (R. M), where R is a ring and M is a (left) R-module, while the 
morphisms are pairs (,f’. 7’) : (R.M) + (S, N) where .f’ : R + S is a ring morphism 
and T : /W d N is a morphism of R-modules (we take on N the R-module structure 
induced by the pullback along ,f’). The fiber over the ring R is simply a category 
of R-modules, while the cleavage over the ring morphism ,f’ : R - S is given by 
,f’*(S.:V) := (R,f*N ), where ,/‘“A’ denotes the R-module given by the pullback along 
,f’, as before. For more details, see [5, p. 341. 
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(ii) We shall need a variant of the previous example. Fix a base ring R and denote 
by Alg the category of R-algebras and by BIMOD the category whose objects are 
pairs (A,M) with A E Alg and M an A-bimodule, and whose morphisms are pairs 
(J‘?T) : (A,M) -+ (B,N), similarly as before. The fibration is obviously given by 
the projection on the first factor and by the cleavage determined for every algebra 
homomorphism .f : A - B by ,f’*(B,N) := (A,,/*N), where ,f“N is again the A- 
module obtained by pulling back the bimodule structure along ,f‘. This example will 
provide the basis for the cohomology of diagrams of algebras. 
(iii) To describe the Hochschild-Mitchell cohotnology of diagrams we need still 
another similar construction. Let AddCat denote the category of all small additive 
categories and AddFun the category of pairs (,cY. M), where .zI is a small additive 
category and M is a functor from the cnvcloping category .d” of .d to the category of 
Abelian groups (cf. [6, p. 561). A morphism (F,/l) : (d, M) ----f (.?I’, M’) consists of 
an additive functor F : .d” + .d” and a natural transformation ~1 : M + M’ o F. The 
fibration is the projection on the first factor and the cleavages are described as before 
(see also [6, pp. 153-I 541). 
(iv) In our final example we describe a quite different situation. Let V denote any 
category and let cK2 be the respective morphism category. The category (6’ has two 
natural projections on ‘6, the projection on the source (P>) and on the target (Pt ). WC 
claim that (@, P,, ‘6) is a fibration and that (‘A*, P,. % ) is an opfibration. Consider for 
example the second one: the fiber over an object L’ E V is the category Y’jc (X’ over 
C) and for every k : c + c’ in % we define the opcleavage by 
k,(f’ : u + c) := k o ,f’ : u - c’ 
The construction of the cleavage in the first example is analogous. 
Remark 1. We mention while passing that (‘/;‘*.PS,%) is an opfibration iff % has 
pushouts and (%‘*,P,,K) is a fibration iff % has pullbacks (cf. [5, Example 2.12.1). 
The main fact about fibrations and opfibrations is that they are closed under expo- 
nentiation: given a fibration P : A - 8 and a small category .f then P’ : R ’ + ~9’ 
is also a fibration and similarly for opfibrations. For example, given functors B, B’ : 
.f + .8 and a natural transformation p : B + B’ between them, then the cleavage 
p* : (8,’ )B + (cY~))B, is defined for E E (A ’ )B by 
(/l*E)i := (ii,)* 
and 
where E,/%(I,,, is the morphism obtained from the following diagram: 
,I,* Ei 
‘,I 
/ Ei 
C’;,, I I E.1 
(/l,)*E_i(:‘; Ej 
as it can be deduced from the proofs of Theorems 2.10 and 3.6 in [ 
for opfibrations is analogous. 
1. The description 
If .f is a small category, then .B determines a simplicial set called the nerw of 
the category and denoted N(X). Its n-simplexes are the composable sequences of 
morphisms 
of length rr in 9’. The face and the degeneracy maps are defined as follows: 
(.f‘2,..->.f‘,l) i = 1, 
?,(J‘r . . . .._ 1,) = (.. ..,f‘l 0 ,fS+r ,...) 1 < i < n, 
(.f’I....~.f’,2-I) i=n 
and 
.r,(.f’, , .f‘n 1 = (. . f,, id, .f’, _ I,. .I. 
To simplify the notation we will frequently use c := dom(,f’,,), 3 
and (-1 )” := (-l)d’” O. Also, for a functor F : .f - bfy ;,’ ;,r,.tha,, 
1 
F/l F/J F/J, Fql-Fu,t . ..tFa., 
in %‘. 
= cod(J‘,), 1~1 := 
% we will denote 
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When the small category .Y is ordered (i.e. when it has at most one morphism 
between any two objects) the nerve of .I reduces to the usual simplicial complex 
associated to an ordered set. Its n-simplexes are chains (T = (i, < t 5 if)) of length 
n + 1 and incidence is 0 5 g’ ++ 0 C u’. 
3. Pairings of fibrations 
Let Cx be the category of cochain complexes and cochain maps in Ab. A puiring 
between an opfibration (2, P,.H) and a fibration (6, P, M) consists of contravariant- 
covariant bifunctors 
( ) ),) : A,, x (I’,, 4 cx 
for every h E .#, such that for every f’ : II + h in .H’, d,, E R, and eh t Ah there is a 
natural isomorphism 
(w*%)o ” (,f’&jPl,),> 
(i.e. the opcleavage and the cleavage are ad.joint with respect to the pairing). The pth 
cochain group of this complex is denoted by ( (cT~,J,~‘~P,~)~,)” and its coboundary by fi. 
Our main objective in this section is to construct, starting from a pairing between 
(&,P,:H) and (8. P..#) and a small category 9’, a pairing between (R ‘, P”,&‘) and 
(8,PQ~q. 
We begin by enlarging the meaning of the symbol ( 1 ). For .f’ : a 1 h we define 
(/)l:2u~Ah+C~as 
/I i, 
and for a path (T = ((10 t (11 u,,__ I - (I,~ ) we define ( 1 ),., : g,,, x L’(,,, + Cx as 
(4,,,I~<,,,). := &,,l%,)lFI 
Now, fix a small category .f and choose a diagram B E 6 ‘. Then take two dia- 
grams E E 2’ and E t J:‘“, such that B = P’(E) = P.‘(E), and define a bicomplex 
(Cp.q,dS>dp) 
CJ=’ := l- : N,(J) + fl ((E-ilE.i)~, ” I r(a) E ((EqlEa)d" 
I i-l 
(The abstruse symbol ( (I%] EC) ar? )/’ means: for a path rr in .Y starting at i and ending 
at j take the pth cochain group of the complex obtained by the pairing of Ei with E,j 
along the path Ba.) The coboundary map c/r) : c’“.‘j 4 C”+‘,‘f is induced by the pairing 
and can be easily described: 
(drjr)(f7) := (-1 )“d(r(fi)). 
while the description of tz’s is much more involved. The idea is to describe c/s as a 
simplicial boundary, approximatively of the form 
(c/ST)(a) := c fT(i,a) 
As is usually the case there is a problem for i = I.q+ I because T(ira) and T(i,+ ,(T) 
are not elements of ((E(~lEi?)a~)” so we must map them in the right group using two . 
homomorphisms which we call for convenience x, and PG. 
Given a y-simplex (T = (i. JL ir i,_ r k ii,) t N,,(.f ) we first define the cochain 
map 
Applying the functor 
(Ei,l )B(i,fi) : GE,, 4 cx 
to the diagram 
we obtain the compositum 
which we call x,. 
Similarly, the application of the contravariant functor 
to the diagram 
Bi, B4 -Biq , 
yields the compositum 
which we denote by fin. 
Using x and /j we can describe the coboundary ds : CP>q + CJ’%Y+‘: 
(u’&)(a) :=‘~,(l.(i,lr))+~(-l)‘l(~,o)+(-l)~-iP,(r(iy+,”)) 
I=? 
Now, x and fl are cochain maps so it is easy to verify that dsds = 0 and dsdp = 
U’Pds, therefore we can finally define 
((~/E)&) := Tot(C”3”,ds,dp) 
In the remaining part of this section we show that the extension of a pairing is again a 
pairing. We must prove the contravariant-covariant bifunctoriality and the ‘adjointness’ 
between the cleavages and the opcleavages. In both cases we will compare the defining 
bicomplexes and to fix the ideas WC will always choose (r E Nq.9’ with g = i, Cr = j and 
/o/ = J’ as a test q-simplex. Now, take B E :Hy, E t b” and a morphism ,u : E -+ E’ 
in (6”)~ and define the map 
F*,* : C***(t,E) j C*.*&E’) 
as follows: 
(~p,qr)o := ((BJ‘),(Ei)l~,)~,(I’a). 
The morphism F *.* is defined using a chain morphism, so it obviously commutes with 
dp, while a straightforward calculation shows, that it commutes with ds too, therefore 
it induces the morphism 
(EIPOB : (~IE)B + (~IE’)B. 
An analogous construction establishes the contravariant functoriality in the second fac- 
tor. Toward the proof of adjointness, consider a natural morphism v : B - B’ in ,x?” 
and functors i E (8” )B. E E (8 ’ )B’. We claim that 
(EIv*E)B g (\I,E/E)B~. 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, v*E is determined by (r*E)i := (r,)*(Ei) and similarly 
for Y, so we have (with r~ t NJ as above): 
(EE/(J~*E)~)B~ = (Eil(v,)*(Ej))~t E (~il(Bf')*(~~~)*(Ej))~, 
and 
((v+E)EIEF)BJ~ = ((v,)*Eil(B',f‘)*(E,~))~', " (~il(v,)*(B'.f‘)(Ej))B,. 
The naturality of 11 gives (B,f’)*(v,)* = (11~ )*( B/J’)*, therefore 
(Err/( ~*E)(T)B~ ‘2 (( v_E)~IEF)B~~ 
for every u E N,.f and that yields the isomorphism between (E]\‘*E)n and (\~,EIE)a~. 
4. The Hochschild cohomology of diagrams 
In this section we show how the cohomology of diagrams of algebras fits in the 
described construction. 
We first recall the original definition given in [4]. Let .I be a small ordered category, 
and let A : .f ---f Alg (algebras over a fixed ring R) and M : .B + Ab be functors such 
that for every i E J, Mi is an Ai-bimodule and for every i 5 ,j in .f the following 
relation holds: 
M,,(unzh) = A,,(a)M;,(m)A,i(h) (u,h E Ai, m E Mi). 
In other words, we require that M;i is an A,-bimodule homomorphism, where Mj is an 
Ai-bimodule through A, : Ai + Aj. If this holds, we say that M is a bimodule over 
the diagram of algebras A. Now we describe the cohomology of A with coefficients 
in the A-bimodule M (see [4, p. 151). Let 
C”.“(A, M) := 
i 
P : C,(.f) + J$Y(A~,M~) I T(o) E C”(Ag.Mo) ) 
‘9 1 
where c”(Ag, MS) is the Hochschild cochain complex, and two commuting cobound- 
aries d)r : c’J’.q - CJ’“,‘l and ds : Cp,q + Cp~q+‘, which are defined as follows: 
(dlf f )( a) := (- 1)“6r(a) ((5 is the Hochschild coboundary) 
and for cr = (;,,+I 5 ... < io) E &(.a) 
(dsf)(r) := Ml,,,, o~(ioo)+~(-I)“l(i,o)+(-l)‘+‘r(iurr)~A~~,+,~~,. 
k=l 
Then C*(A,M) is given by 
C*(A.M) := Tot(C*.“(A,M),(ls.d,,) 
(The authors call the cohomology of C*(A, M) simply diagram cohomology, but we 
prefer to call it Hochschild cohomology of the diagram A with coefficients in M, to 
distinguish it from other diagram cohomologies.) 
Next we show how to obtain the flochschild cohomology of the pair (A, M) from the 
ordinary Hochschild cohomology, using extension of pairings. Remember that we have 
to describe a fibration, an opfibration and a pairin g between them. We just take the 
fibration (BIMOD, P, Alg) from the second example of Section 2.1 and the opfibration 
(Alg’, P,,Alg) from the fourth example of the same section. The description of the 
pairing is straightforward: 
((,f’ : A’ + A)j(A.M)),, := C’*(A’. f’*M). 
where C*(A’,f’*M) is the Hochschild cochain complex of the algebra A’ with coefli- 
cients in M, taken as A’-bimodulc rhrough ,f’. For a map X- : A 4 B we have 
(kJl(B,M))B = (k 0 fl(B,M)),! = C’“(A’.(/f 0 f)“M) = (.f’lk*(B,M)),4 
The map k : ,f‘ + q from ,/’ : A’ - A to ~1 : A” + .A in AlgiA (9 ok = ,f’), induces the 
map (kl(A. M)),.I : C*(A”, q*M) - C”(A’, ,f’*M) which is simply the composition with 
k on the right, and similarly for the second factor. where we obtain the composition 
on the left. This proves the bifunctoriality of the pairing. 
It remains to prove that the Hochschild cohomology of the diagram A with coefi- 
cients in the A-bimodule M is a particular case of the previously described construction. 
First, we define i : .f - Alg* by Ai := icl~? and A(f’) := (AJ‘,A,f’). Similarly, we 
substitute M with a functor 6l : .f -- BIMOD determined by l6li := (Ai, Mi) and 
Mf := (A,f’, M,f’). (Note that WC have in this way described embeddings of dia- 
grams of algebras into (Alg’),” and of A-bimodules into BIMOD”, such that P,(i) = 
P(G) = A.) We claim that 
((iI&)A,li) = Tot(C”‘~Y(A,M).c/S.d,,) = C‘“(A,M) 
^ ,-. 
According to the construction. ((A1M)A.h) is the total complex of the bicomplex 
(Cl’.“, ds, dp), where 
C”J = 
i 
r : C,(.Y) + u c/J(A;.M,~) 1 I‘(& . . . . . i(j) E C”(A&, Mi,) 
IL/ 1 
(Here we have already taken into account that .Y is an ordered category and that the 
pairing is defined using Hochschild cochain complex.) Moreover, evidently dp = do, 
so it will suffice to show that the two definitions of u’s coincide. To this end it is 
necessary to calculate morphisms Y and /j. By the definition, the morphism /j,, is ob- 
tained by applying the functor (Ida,,, , / )A,,, ,,, to the map (id,&,,, M ,,,,,) : (Ail, Mi, ) + 
(Ail,A,“I,,,Mio). The result is the map /jn : C*(Ai,_I,A,:,,, Mi, ) + C*(Ai,+l.A,y,,,,Mio) 
which is. by the definition of the pairing exactly the composition with M,,,,, on the 
right. In the same way we find that the map :! is given by the composition with A,,{, ,,,! 
on the left. This proves that the two definitions of ds coincide. 
Among other problems that motivated our work, we tried to extend the classical 
Hochschild&Mitchell cohomology of generalized rings (‘rings with several objects’. cf. 
161) to diagrams of such rings. Using the technique of pairings this became almost 
trivial. 
As the fibration we take (AddFun, P,AddCat) (Example 3 in Section 2.1 ). and as 
the corresponding opfibration (AdCat’, P, AdCat). The pairing is constructed similarly 
as in our first example: 
((F : .I’ - .f)l(.f.M)) y := c*(.f’.F*M). 
whcrc C*(.Y’. F*M) is the usual HochschildPMitchell cochain complex (cf. [6, 
pp. 71-731). The description of the HochschildPMitchell cohomology of a diagram A 
of (generalized) rings with coefficients in an A-bimodule M goes as before: substitute 
A and M by i and fi, respectively, and define 
H”(A. M) := H”( (AIM)). 
5. Extensions of pairings and natural systems 
WC begin this section with the description of the original construction of Baues 
and Wirsching (cf. [I]) and than show that the extension of pairings can be viewed 
as its generalization altough in the way quite different from the one described in 
Section 4. 
Let .Y be a small category. The cutc(qog. c!f’,f~c,to~i=rrtiorl.v in f. denoted by F.f, is 
given as follows: its objects are morphisms of .f and morphisms ,f + c/ are all pairs 
(l\./) of morphisms in .Y for which the diagram 
commutes in .8. Hence !/ = P o ,f’ o I is a factorization of 9. Composition is defined 
by (k. l)(k’. I’) := (/i 3 k’. I’ o I). Notwul .s~‘.strm of’ohelim groups OH .f is a functor 
M : F.f + Ab. All morphisms (k, I) in F.f can be split as (k,l) = (k, 1 )( 1.1). 
When considering fixed natural system M it will be of use to write k, := M(k, I ) and 
I* := M( 1.1) so that. for example. M(k, I) = k,/*. 
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The cohomology H*(.f. M) of .f with coefficients in the natural system M is the 
cohomology of the cochain complex (C*(.Y, M), d). where 
C”(A,M) := r : h’,(.Y) - u M,f’ 1 I-(n) ci Mlril 
/ 
For n > 1 the coboundary d is defined by the formula (CJ = (.f’, , , ,fll )) 
,I- I 
(dT)(a) := (J’,)*l’(i,a) + x(-l )“T(i& + (-l)“(f‘,l)*T(~,a), 
k-2 
while for n = 1 and for ,f’ : II + h in .f we let 
(dT)(J’) := .f’*I-(rt) - /*I‘(h). 
We will occasionaly write c‘&(, f. M) and Hi,.(.f. M) to distinguish them from other 
cochain complexes and cohomology groups. 
It is, of course, possible to repeat this construction for natural systems in any Abelian 
category, but if we choose a natural system in Cx. then we can enrich the complex 
of Baues and Wirsching with coboundary morphisms of the coefficient complexes. We 
show how such natural systems arise in the study of extensions of pairings. 
Suppose we are given a pairing situation as in Section 3, and consider a commutative 
diagram in .# 
and its liftings, repectively. in 2 and 8: 
Then we have the chain of morphisms: 
(+?I) f = (&lf*QJU i (I*6 I./‘*%),, 
” (.f’*I*+,)h - (.f‘*l*+*~)h g (k,.f’*l,~,Jed)d 
g (g-cGled)rl = (4~f)~,. 
where equalities are just definitions, isomorphisms are due to the adjointness between 
opcleavages and cleavages with respect to the pairing and the remaining two morphisms 
arc obtained when we apply the bifunctoriality of the pairing to dashed morphisms in 
the following diagrams: 
In this way we can construct a natural system of complexes. In fact, if we take a 
functor B : .f + A and its liftings i : .f + C? and E : .9’ + 6. we can define the 
functor (ClE) : F.I + Cx by 
(ElEj(,f’) := (EilE.ij~, (.f‘ : i + .i) 
and to every map 
from ,f’ to <j in F-f we assign the cochain map between the complex (ilE)(J’) := 
(Ei/E,j)B, and (ElE)(y) := (Ei’IEj’)B, constructed as in the previous chain of 
morphisms. The naturality of all constructions guarantees that (EIE) is indeed a 
functor. namely a natural system of complexes. This fact is central to subsequent 
developments. 
As a first application, we show how to obtain the ordinary cohomology with coeffi- 
cicnts in a natural system using extensions of pairings. Obviously, the usual natural 
system of Abelian groups can be viewed as a natural system of complexes which are 
concentrated in grade zero. Now suppose we are given a small category .B and a 
natural system of Abelian groups M. We take .B as a base category and (9’. P,,.f) 
and (-f2. P,. I) as opfibration and fibration, respectively. It is easy to see that the 
following formulas define a pairing: 
(i L .il.i L k), := M(,j,J), 
for (h, I ) : q - hq in (12), 
(.f’j(l?, 1 ,), := h* 
and for (I./z) : ,f’ - j’h in (-f2), 
(( l.h)~,f’), := I?*. 
If we extend this pairing to functors from .B and in particular for functors i : .f - 
I2 and E : .f - I2 given by ci := Ei := id, and E,f’ := Ef’ := ((,f’,,f’) : iu’, + id,), 
we obtain exactly what we looked for: 
Proposition 2. 
H*(.B,M)” H*((ilE)ld) 
Proof. The proof is easy; we just show that the extension of the given pairing produces 
the right cochain complex. For 0 = ( /‘I,. .,f’,,) WC have 
(iglEa), = Mlal. 
therefore, 
Co,” = {I- : NJ i u Mf’ ( f‘(u) t M(rr(} 
f i-~‘, 
and CJ’.Y = 0 for p > 0. It follows that 
(CIE);;, = (Co.*,&). 
Checking the definitions of maps I, and /I’~ (cl: Section 3) yields x, = ,f‘I I and 
pli = ,f,T hence the cochain complcxcs C{,(.P’.M) and (c/E)& are indeed equal. I1 
6. Natural systems of complexes 
As we saw in the previous section, every pair of functors I!, E, with the same 
projection B, determines a natural system of complexes (ElE). However, the usual 
cochain complexes for a natural system, as dcfincd by Baues and Wirsching are not 
the same as the ones defined from extension of pairings, In fact, the later exploits the 
‘internal’ coboundaries of coefhcient complexes. This motivates our next definition. 
Given a small category .f and a natural system of complexes M : F.f - Cx we 
define the cohomology of .f with coefficients in M as the cohomology of the total 
complex of the following bicomplex: 
(dsr‘)(o):= ,f,*~‘(r’,rr)+~~~1)‘i~(i~~~+~~l)’~.f’l:.~(~~,~~i1, 
i -2 
(dpr)(CT) := (~ I )“( To). 
where 0 = (,f‘,, , fn) and (i is coboundary of the appropriate coefficient complex. 
Routine calculations show that it is indeed a bicomplex, so we can define 
C*(.Y,M) := Tnt(C*.*,ds,dr) 
x7 
and 
H*(.f.M) := H(C*(.f,M)) 
which extends the usual construction of [I]. 
This construction is equivalent to extension of pairings. More precisely, we have 
c’*(.Y. (ilE)) = (ilEjB. 
It clearly su~ccs to show that morphisms ,f’,* and /‘T, equal 2, and p,, respectively. 
Consider for example .fl_ = M(,f’. I ). It is defined as the composition of morphisms 
in the following diagram: 
Mu = (EiJEil),, 2 (u,Ei,lEil) 4 (u,l$l,f’TEio) 2 (ii,lEi~~), = Mr. 
II 
where (T = (it) - i, - - I” i(,). I/ := Bji,nl, r := B/c?/ so that ,f‘,u = 1‘. This 
compositum is exactly the same as in the definition of yn. The proof that ,/‘z = /ig is 
similar. 
We USC this fact to do some calculations in the general setting. Given a small cate- 
gory -7 and a natural system of complexes M : F.f - Cx the cohomology H”(.Y,M) 
is obtained from the double complex C*.*(.Y. M) so there is a spectral sequence con- 
verging to it. It turns out that its E2-term can bc described by means of the ordinary 
Baucs-Wirsching cohomology. 
Consider the spectral sequence associated to the double complex (C*.*,t/p,tls). Its 
E2 -term i 5 
The coboundary u’l) is independent of the other direction, so we can approximatively 
identify HJ'(C‘*.*.dp) with C*(.Y. H”(M,b)) and that motivates the following construc- 
tion. Every natural system of complexes M : F.9' + Cx determines a natural system 
of graded groups H : F.f - GrAb defined as 
H”( / ) := H~‘(M_/‘) and H”(k,l) := Hi’(M(k.l)) 
Than we have 
H"(C'*.*,t/,r)" C*(.f.H”) 
Calculating the cohomology in the simplicial direction finally yields 
El,” ” H,‘;w(.f, H”) + H'(.f. M). 
We give two applications of this spectral sequence based on results in [I]. 
Given a functor F : .f - I between small categories we can pull back every natural 
system of complexes M : F.Y + Cx to the natural system F-(M) : F.f' 4 Cx defined 
by F*(M) := M(FJ’). This induces a homomorphism F’ : H*(.Y,M) -t H*(.P’,F*M) 
which acts on cochains as (F* r )( a) := r( Fa). 
Proposition 3. If’ F : .f 4 .8’ is utl equiwlcnw of‘ ccltegories then it induces thr 
isomorphirm 
F” : H*(.P, M) ” H*(.f’, F’M) 
Proof. The functor F induces a mapping of respective (first quadrant) spectral se- 
quences so it would suffice to show that it induces an isomorphism between Ez-terms. 
We have 
E;‘y(.P,M) ” H&,(.f,H”) 
and 
Ep’9(.F’, F*M) ” H&&f’, I?‘). 
where tip(f) := HJ’(F*M(.O), but 
HP(F*M(J’)) = H”(M(FJ’)) = H”(F.f’) = F’H”(J’), 
therefore, 
E,p’q(.f’, F*M) ” H&&f’, F*H”). 
The induced homomorphism Hz,(.f’,HI’) - H&,,,(.g’,F*HJ’) is an isomorphism, as 
shown in [1, Theorem 1 ,I 11, hence their abutments are also isomorphic. C 
As an immediate consequence we have (in the notation of Section 3): 
7. The cohomology of spaces 
We now show how the extension of pairings, applied in a fairly simple situation, 
yields the cohomology groups of topological spaces. 
If we consider the set of natural numbers as an ordered category then its nerve is 
a simplicial complex whose geometric realization is an infinite-dimensional complex 
AX that can be embedded in the Hilbert cube. Denote by A the ordered category 
whose objects are the simplexes of A, and whose morphisms are inclusion maps. 
The categories A and Ab are, respectively, opfibration and fibration in the trivia1 way 
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over the one object - one morphism category 1. We define the pairing between A and 
Ab over 1 as follows: for (7 E A and A E Ab 
(+) := C,:,,(~;A), 
where C&,(O; A) is the simplicial cochain complex of c~ with coefficients in A. If 
i : z - (T is a morphism in A then 
is just the restriction, while for f : A + B in Ab 
is the composition with f. For every at most countable, locally finite simplicial complex 
C its geometric realization can be simplicially embedded in A, hence we obtain a 
functor I from the ordered category C to A. A functor A : C + Ab is a local system 
of coefficients on C. It is easy to check that the application of the extension of pairings 
yields 
H*((IIA)) ” H*(C;A), 
the simplicial cohomology of C with coefficients in the local system A. 
By modifying slightly the previous pairing we obtain another interesting result. For 
0 E A and A E Ab we define the pairing by 
(44) := C,:,&M), 
where C&(a;A) is the singular cochain complex of CJ with coefficients in A. Once 
again the inclusion of simplexes induces the restriction of cochains and a homomor- 
phism f of coefficient groups induces the composition with f. If X is any topological 
space and %( is a locally finite countable cover of X then its nerve N(%) is a sim- 
plicial complex that can be simplicially embedded in Aoo. This yields an embedding 
functor I : .f + A, where .9 is the ordered category of the simplicial complex N(e). 
On the other side, a local system of coefficients for the covering 42 is just a functor 
A : .f + Ab. Then (I(A) is the total complex of the bicomplex 
cp,q := {r : c,.a --i u C,:,&;W I r(ao 2 . . 2 oq) E CP(~,;A~o)}, 
n<r 
with dp the coboundary map of various cochain complexes and ds : CP.4 + Cf’@+l 
given by 
(dsr)(go > ... > (~q) := A,og,(T(~l > ... > ~q+l))+ e(-l)‘r(...;ii...) 
i=l 
+(-l)q+‘%qOy+, (Uao 2 L a,>>, 
where rflyu,,+, : CP(a,; AcJ~) + Cf’(oq+i;AcrO) is the restriction homomorphism. But 
this is exactly the bicomplex of the tech cohomology with coefficients in the local 
system A for the cover ‘//, as given in [2]. If the cover is good (cf. [2]) we recover 
the cohomology of X with coefficients in A. 
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